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The SCS baseball and
softball teams had a tough
weekend . The baseball team
went 2-2 at conference, while
the softball team was 0-2 at
NCAA regionals.
Page 9

;:i Ne=paper of SL C l o u ~ Univenrity

Briefly stated
Senior Eric Swanson has an
unusual collection. Instead of
coins or cards, Swanson
collects underwear. Page 13
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Mascot
issue puts
student on
hot seat
by Andrea Frledenauer
News editor
There may be fewer Indians
in Sauk Rapids due to Rande
Gustafson.
Gustafson is the director of
community education for Sauk
Rapids-Rice School District

Election fracas debated Thursday
by Nancy COughlin
Staff writer
Suspected foul play, threats of
violence and procedural technicalities forced the cancellation of
last week's Student Government
elections.
Student Government discussed the
reasoning behind its decision to cane.el the

elections and presented new
procedural guidelines last
Thursday to clarify the
reschedule(! election set for
10monow and Thursday.
According to legislative affairs
committee chairwoman Jessica
Thompson, elections were
canceled afler a man posing as an SCS
security officer demanded a ballot from

Govemrrent

polling monitors near the Halenbeck
bridge. Thompson said it was nearly an
hour before the incident was reported to
Student Government, and fear of the
possibility of ballot-stuffing contributed to
the eJoction 's cancellation.
She described the suspect as a tall white
male in his late 20s or early 30s, with a

See GovernrnenUPage 6

Crossing paths ·

and a graduate student in
Linda Gesling's Human
Relations 491/591 class at
scs. lie bas been trying "' gel
Sauk Rapids schools to
-ilslJJdianma,cot.
This quarter it became a
8'00P project iff,his cla9s.
"It's something I supported
long before I took the class,"

Gustafson said ... It is important to educate the community about Native American culture and why the
mascot may be offensive."

The class got involved by
researching Native American

mascots and providing lhe
Sauk Rapids school board with
a rationale for change, Gustaf-

son said. They also arranged
for Phil St. John to speak at
Sauk Rapids schools. St John
is a Native American who has
been behind similar changes in
Twin Cities schools.
"His belief is it really affects
the self.-e~m of young

See Gustafson/Page 3

Two bicyclists took advantage of wann weather to bike naar Munsinger Gardens and Riverside Park SUnday.

Cultural diversity funding complex process
by Amy Becker
Managing editor
Cultural diversity funds are
awarded to numerous people at
SCS,
and
supporting
documentation for those awaJds
is similarly widespread.
SCS' cultural diversity
program is in its third year. "It
has gotten more complicated as
time has gone on," said Mary
Soroko, assistant to the vice

News Briefs - 3

president for administrative
affairs. When the program
began, monies were taken
directly from the overall SCS
budget and transferred to the
departments or colleges as
needed, Soroko said.
Initially, money was allocated
through a presidential committee. Then the process was
altered, and a cultural diversity
committee was established to
make awards IO various depart-

Editorial - 4

mcnts. The committee now
approves proposals and allocates
money. However, it was decidc.d this year not to make any
budget transfers to individual
recipients, said Caroline
BoureslOm, assistant to the vice
president for academic affairs.
Bourestom gave an example
of how the program has
changed. Two years ago deans
were given an amount of money
for recruiting; now there is an

Opinions - 5

Complexity of diversity,
funding outlined In two
lddttlonal atorleS on
Page 2
accounting of the awards,
Bourestom said. She has spent
much of the year compiling a
history of the cultural diversity
program. In some cases,
progress reports had not been
handed in.
Soroko has kept track of all

Sports - 9

Diversions - 13

1400s, financial f'CQuest forms,
since midway through fiscal
year 1991. However, some 1400
forms for previous years of the
program are still in the offJCeS of
those who made lhe requests.
"We used to transfer the
money to the award-winning
departments. If anyone would
have those 1400s, it would be
them," Sorol:o said.

See Diversity/Page 2
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Program audit impossible due to information availability1romPage 1

Monthly transaction records are
kept only until she verifies them
against the 1400 forms, Sorok.o
said. "When we're audited they
check if the summation of the
1400s we have equals the
amounts of the computer
report."
Some information about the
cultural diversity program is
missing, but Bourestom said the
missing information is not of

critical imponance.
"What we perhaps do not
have would be a complete file
on meeting notices - that kind
of thing," she said. "Things that
are pertinent, we do have."
Organizing those records has
been a long proces.5 or working
with the individuals who
received money for projects, she
said. "Some people had never
submitted reports," Bourestom

Former students
give diversity
mixed reviews
by Amy Becker

said. "Some reports were writtc.n
from notes.·
If accountability for SCS'

cultural diversity pugram seems
questionable, it may be a
reflection of the state ooiversity
board's expectations. '"Not a lot
of accountability is requested by
the board," Bourestom said.
When the program began, the
board looked at it in terms of
outcomes and not the specifics
of the accounting procedure,
Soroka said.
An attempt by University
Chronicle to do a thorough audit
of SCS' cultural diversity
program recently was hampered
by widespread paperwork.
Bourestom was contacted
initially and referred a reporter
to Soroka, as did Diana
Burlison, SCS
business

manager. Soroko provided
copies of year-end reports and
numerous 1400 forms.
However, a certified public
accountant
working
in
conjunction with University
Chronicle was unable to trace
the route of funds through the
system with that information.
The accountant said a detailed
monthly transaction report was
needed for the duration or the
program. It later was learned
that Burlison has a monthly
transaction detail for all SCS
accounts dating back to 1974.
But supporting documentation
for the transactions - project
reports and 1400 forms - are
found in several other places
across campus.
The consultant found that " ...
the accounting information isn't

adequate to trace the financial
history of this program. Part of
the problem is a lack of record
retention, which is not a glaring
fault, it just makes our job
impossible."
The consultant said a greater
effort at accountability clearly
has been made for the current
year. "It's apparent that
somebody has tried to pull this
together for fiscal years '90 and
'91. 1be problem is, we have no
way of getting behind the
figures without the data that
backs it up." The consultant
stressed that the cultural
diversity program spending may
be tompletely appropriate.
'There's just no way for us as
outsiders to find out."

Managing editor

Lee funded through diversity

SCS • cultural diversity program has
received mixed reviews from cprrent and

by Amy Becker

Conner-IS.
Lucy Hart, SCS alumna, was a member of

Managing editor

the. unlversi&y-wide cultural diversity
committee in 1989-90. "The committee didn't work ·very
well,' Hart said. "They'n, ttying, bul ii doesn't ""'11: well.
Politics in the real university is just terrible."
Hart said she remembers the eommittee a., slow-moving.
"There wen: a lot of propo,als but oothing really came up for
a vote,"' she said. Often it was difficult to at.lain a quorum of
members. but fewer members improved productivity, she
added.
Many members of the commiuee had personal agendas,
Hart said. Some minority members would only support
projecis for people of their own color, she said. '1t's not fair.
How diverse is the cuhure if you're just }ooking at (one)

area?"

➔ :-

Han also said she was c:oncemed with how funding worked
on the committee. ..The pet peeve of the committee was that
Josephine Davis (former vice president for scademic affairs)
was the only one who knew how' much funds we had and
where they were being spent That was never resolved by the
end of the school term," she said.
"It seemed like everyone on campus had a piece of (cultw-af
diversity funds) but projeclS nevec materializl:d,• Han said.
One SCS minority student expressed frustration with the
cultural diversity program. "Some of lhe problems we have on
campus a,e from the people who an, supposed to be serving
the minority students themselves," said the student, who
preferred nqt to have his name wed. "We*re eating each other
up because there's a power struggle on campus. Who's going
to be running what?"
Getting proposals fonded is a question of politics, this
student said. '"It's who you know in rhe committee that will
get you money," he said. "Administrators are fostering their
own power, identity and achievement trying to make a name
fur themselves."
But Conlaodt Drake, SCS alumnus, said he thinks the
programs arc helpful. "Everybody had a different agenda
because people came from different cultural backgrounds.
There were disagreements, but we worked it out." Drake said.
Drake expressed concern that the cultural diversity
commiuee is not able to address all of SCS' race-related
JX'()blems. Other committees should be fooned to increase the
number of minority recruiters, faculty and classes, he said.
And the attrition rate for faculty of cok)r concerns him. he said
in referenre to Davis and Bernie Oliver's departureS. Both
Davis and Oliver, former dean of the College of Education,
left this year. ''Once these people left then, should have been a
committee to go in search of minority replacemenlS
immedialely," Drake said.
Improving cultural diversity at SCS involves monetary
support as well as individual determination, he said, Dralce
said his struggles at SCS wen: wonhwbile. "I hated it the f..i
year I was there. The reasoo I slayed is that. if I had left. it
would have been a never-ending process. I lbollgbt I could
make a diffmnce if I s,ayed. The rewaros wen, a loog time

ooming,S
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Filmmaker Spike Lee's
appearance at SCS April 27 was
funded by about $9,000 of
cultural diversity
funds
earmarked for retention of
minority studen~ at SCS.
Lee's visit had three expected
outcomes, according to the grant
proposal submitted by Margaret
Vos, University Program Board
director. One of them was to
"receive positive state and
regional media coverage on the
is.5ue or racism at SCSU."
"Too often what we see regarding minorities is negative,"
said Caroline Bourestom,
assistant to the vice presKlent for
academic affairs. "We have to
find ways to educate. We know
change does not come overnight, it's an educational
process."
Lee's visit was one way to advertise cultural diversity at SCS.
However, many of the other
programs sponsored by cultural
diversity monies are not as well
known. This may be due to the
complexity of the program.
SCS' Cultural Diversity Plan
was approved in 1988. It was
designed as a five-year plan and

included specific goals in five
major areas: student recruitment, faculty recruitment, student retention, communityuniversity relationship, and
curriculum and programming.
Money to fund the initiative is
part of SCS' budget from the
Minnesota State University
System. The state university
board funds all seven· schools
according to a system or fulltime equivalents for minority
students and faculty.
In 1992, SCS received
$493,580 for cultural diversity.
About $135,000 was available
this tear for cultural diversity
proposals by SCS faculty and
students. Lee's visit was funded
through the cultural diversity
committee overseen by the
Student Life and Development
office. That committee was
given $75,000 for minority
student retention for the 199192 school year.
The committee accepted
proposals from faculty members
and student organizations for
projects ranging from a spring
Pow Wow to a peer counseling
program. However, there appear
to be discrepancies in how the
Lee project was funded.
Lee's visit cost $14,000 tota1,

Vos said. The committee
initially approved $7,635. Other
funds were requested from the
University Program Board, SCS
Student Government, the
College of St. Benedict and St.
John's University. Student Government approved the request
but stipulated that any revenue
generated from the event had to
be returned to the Government
Robert Broadus, SCS cultural
diversity committee chairman,
said SCS spent more than
$9,000 on Lee's visit "It came
from the cultural diversity commiuee funds, senate funds, UPB
funds," according to Broadus.
However, Student Government and UPB apparently did
not provide funding. "We allocated it but no one ever accepted," said Jessica Thompson,
senator. "No activity fee dollars
were spent on Spike Lee at all."
Instead of accepting the
money from Student Government, the cultural diversity
committee approved spending
$9,840 from its own budget, Vos
said.
About 30 cultural diversity
projects were funded this year.

Prices Goop
At Three Salons
SPRING HAS
A GREAT HAIRCUT SPRUNG!
619 MALL GERMAIN• ST. CLOUD

.:::" ,,. 251 -4247
'"'"

Spring into a new color with one of our color
experts or try a new and exciting fashion perm!

A GREAT H_AIRCUtresent this ad for:

10% off any product purchase
$3 off any color service
$3 off any perm, $25 value or
morel
offer expires May 31, 1992
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State representatives visit,
address students' concerns
Minnesota State representatives will be on campus
from 10 a.m. to noon Thursday in the Atwood Little
Theatre.
Rep. Jerry Bauerly, DFI..- Sauk Rapids, and Rep. Jeff
Beru:am, DFL- Paynesville, will be available to comment

on any cone.ems students may want to address regarding
state legislature.

Bauerly is vice chairman of the House Education
Committee and an as&stant majority leader.
Both. state representatives are Conner SCS students.
The visit is sponsored by the SCSU-Campus DA..

U.N. conference yields top
honors for SCS students
Three SCS students received recognition as
distinguished representatives during the Sixteenth
Arrowhead Model United Nations conference April 30 to
May 3 in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Peace Bransberger, Marie Stang and Brad Hoeschen
were awarded for their outstanding performance as

model United Nations' delegates at the three-day
conference. Schools from throughout the United States
and Canada attended the conference. Approximately 300
students represented various countries in the U.N. SCS
swdents represented Australia. Venezuala and Zaire.
The conference allows students to experience a
realistic example of U.N. conferences . Students
represented countries that are members of the U.N.,
researched the background of the countries and their
policies, proposed and argued resolutions similar to how
actual U.N. delegates would during conferenc.es.
The students were part of an eight•member Model
United Nations team. Team members were chosen during
fall quarter by Dr. Willie Curtis, SCS political science
professor. Model United Nations is open to any SCS
student who wishes to panicipate.
1be conference in Winnepeg was the first time SCS
students participated in a Model United Nations
Conference.

Students honored for works
of cultural appreciation
Outstanding student entries to "Kaleidoscope", SCS'
multicultural magazine, will be recognized from 3 to 5
p.m. today al the Dr. Richard R. Green House.
A reception sponsored by The Write Place, Minority
Student Programs and SCSU Foundation will feature an
awards ceremony in which student contributors will be
honored. Following the awards ceremony, award•
winning student submissions and SCS faculty and staff
submissions will be presented.
Award recipients for poetry include Kenya Bf)'ant, first
place; Joe Longen, second place; and Todd Detschman,
honorable mention. Student winners in the essay
category include Chain•wen, first place; Vusi Kumalo,
second place: and Vusi Kumalo, honorable mention.
Winners in the photography category include Larry Peck,
first and second place and Tad Hendrickson, honorable
mention.
"Kaleidoscope" is a multicultural magazine that
highlights and celebrates cultural diversity. Its pwpose is
to promote understanding and appreciation among people
of different racial, ethnic and cultural backgrounds within
the SCS community.
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HURL class provides action
alternatives for social problems
by Joel Myhre
Staff writer

Gustafson

Most human relations classes give students an
awareness of th1? problems of minority oppression but
often there are no clear solutions.
In an effort to present possible solutions the Human
Relations department offers a class that motivates
students to taJce action. Human Relations 491/591:
Change Agent Skills provides this motivation by
requiring students to develop and organize projects
making others aware of minority oppression as well.
"It teaches you to teach other people about the issues,"
sai!l Melissa Lane, an SCS senior who recently took the
class.
The change agent skills class has made its impact on
the SCS campus. Recently, it has been responsible for
organizing events like Liberty University and Ed Asner's
presentation on campus. Past projects include the 12·
credit MGM requirement at SCS and GLAD Day,
Other successful projects that have originated in ~
491/591 include SCAR and the battered women 's shelter.
Julie Andrzejewski, HURL professor, said one group
collected employment application fonns from across the
city and examined them for illegal questions such as race
and sex. She said the findings were presented in the St
Cloud Times and that many questions were changed on
companies applications.
"They've all had really tremendous impact,"
Andrzejewski said. "Not all of them have been
thoroughly successful, but all of them at least raised
awareness."
Because of the required natme of the course, students
of varying levels of activism are enrolled in the class, said
Sudie Hofmann, HURL professor. "We will get people
who are active in student organizations such as NOVA
and SCOPE," Hofmann said. "We will also have students
who have never been involved in any kind of action;
collective, direct action, or even small or personal kinds
of action."
During the first day of the class, students are fanned
into groups based on the level of active involvement.
Hofmann then suggests some of the problems of
oppression which she would like to change in order to
give the students some options. For example, one group is
currently organizing a spaghetti dinner for Karen
Thompson and Sharon Kowalski.
The group also has to submit a three.page proposal
specifically outlining its goals, Hofmann said.
When the project is completed the group analyzes the
failures or sue~. "I believe in collective action and
collective analysis. Because of collective analysis, I
believe students learn more when projects fail. If they
came across a k>t of barriers. We want students to know
why their projects succec.dcd or failed," Hofmann said.
Although each· group dealt with a different type of
oppre.5Sion, sbJdents said they learned that all oppressions
are similar, said Jenni Wong, SCS senior. "Every kind of
minority group has the same problem even though the
issues are different. If you're teaming about sexism, you
are also learning about all other •isms. You can relate to
them."
The class has also motivated students to become more
active in speaking out against oppression, Lane said.
'This class give you some sense of direction as to how to
twn your anger and the emotion attached to issues into a
positive and creative energy in making change."

from page 1
people," Gustafson said.
Response to Gustafson'$ project
has been mixed. He says the
administration and most of the school
board supports it, but several school

board members do not
"lbere are students, teachers and
administrators who support it,"
Gustafson said. "The toughest
people to educate on Native
American iswes are alumni.~
Slalc legislalor Man:us MaBh has
been a major opponent of the name
change. Gustafson said Marsh sits on
the community education board and
is particularly unhappy that
community education funds are being
spent to tty to change lhe name.
" I don't think it should be changed,
I don't dunk it needs to be changed, I
don't think it is prejudice or
offensive," Marsh said. "I think it's a
group of people who have appointed
themselves as self.righteous judges
and they arc going to try to tell us
how to do things and what's right for

us.•
He said several people in the com•
munity have told him they are proud
of the name and want it to stay.
Marsh said that a few years ago the
Sault Rapids school board removed
all cheers that could be considered
offensive, and consulted with the
Tribal Council of Leech Lake. Marsh
said the tribal council told the school
board they were honored by the

name.
"Anything can be done incorrectly
and improperly," he said. Marsh
asked if be should be offended by lhe

name of Minnesota's Vikings because
his grandmother came from Norway.
But Gustafson still believes the
name can be a source of problems.
"We ran into a Jot of trouble with the
tomahawk chop at football games,"
be said.
The project hasn't ..broug ht
Gustafson any added job security. He
said at one point he was told that
several board members wanted him
fired, but he does not know if that
was really true. He is currently
working under an unsettled contract

from last year.
Gustafson's challenges have led to
some progress for the human
relations project He said the Indian
logo is being phased out. For
example, the next set of athletic
unifonns crdered will only say "Sauk

Rapids."

" It teaches you to teach

other people about the
issues. "
- Melissa Lane
SCSsenior

Although the ball is rolling in the
effort to have the name changed,
Gustafson said he knows there is still
work to be done. "We know in a 10weet course we can't change a 60year history,• Gustafson said.
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EDITORIAL BOARD:
MA IT Y SUN DVALL
AMY BECKER
DANA DRAZENOVICH
MICHAEL ATHENS

Salman Rushdie, hey,

I'd love to see ya,

but don't want folks to 9et the wron9 idea.
We've got no special interest in you, I fear.

Hello, reality

You' r e neither an oilman nor an emir.

Racism problems move
past denial stage at SGS

Freedom of speech's not a policy goal;
We' re forging relationships -

If the SCS community has learned one thing this year,
it is that racism exists.
From dormitory fights to rallies and meetings,

awareness has been increased.
Now that administrators and community members
have moved beyond denial to politically correct lingo,
maybe it is time to address solving racism.

Many say racism cannot be eradicated. They may be
right. But SCS has not run the gamut of possible

solutions. In fact, for all the hand wringing on the pan of

the administ:r:ation, it has not even come close.
Knee-jerk gestures and moving rhetoric will not give

SCS a basis for ending racism. One thing that could is

Students caught in credit crunch

for administrators and students to try to bridge the gap

among their peers of color.
It is natural to feel alienated by the majority when

you 're a member of the minority. It is easy to lose your
empathy for the underdog when you 're a member of the
majority, and feel threatened by challenges to the status
quo.
The goal here is colorblindness - refusing to
acknowledge peoples' color is to hold them to an allwhite standard and deny cultural differences. The crucial
thing is to become educated. Those who examine history
will agree that Columbus' "discovery" of the Americas i
a Eurocentric analysis at best.
Equally, those who critically examine the past year at
SCS will agree that administrative lip service about the
problem of racism is no discovery - and that spending
money on filmmakers like Spike Lee is a Band-Aid
approach to a potentially fatal problem.

SCS has moved beyond the denial stage. Now it is
time to communicate, to educate and to listen. Only
through respect and appreciation of all cultures can the
SCS community achieve its full potential.
Unm!rslty
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by Marty Sundvall, Editor
A few years ago a letter
came in the mail detailing
what was thought to be the
chance of a lifetime.
Inside the glossy white
envelope was a preapproved credit card
application from one of our
major United States banks.
The card was one of those
starter Visas - the ones
with absolutely no
decoration on the card that had a $25 dollar annual
fee and a down-to-earth 19.9
percent interest rate.
Herc I had thought I'd
died and g~ne to heaven.
For the next week or so.
we (myself and my
significant other) lived like
royalty. We ate really good
food, bought all kind of
useless stuff for my apartment and instant-cashed a
few hundred bucks to simply
spend.
It couldn't have been two
weeks later when a clerk
said that my card was over
the limit. I mouthed some
feeble argument that the
person behind the counter
only grinned at. "That'll be
$12.50, please," he said
before I chucked a wad of
cash at him.
Off and on it's gone since
then - paying my bill then
maxing it past the credit
limit. That is, until Friday.
I had not-SO-<juietly ribbed
a friend because she was
told by her credit card
company to send her card,

"
.. why do credit card
companies send college students with no viable income - a whole
mess of credit cards while employed
graduates get sent a stack of rejection
notices? "
cut in two, back to the bank.

I had not-so-quielly accused
her of being a financial faux
pas and said she was going
to end up barricaded in the
poor house while collectors
pounded the door down.
Anyway. last Friday rolls
around and I get two letters
from my favorite credit card
company. One is the
cutomary bill stating I'm a
month ]ate, the other said
please return my card, cut in
two, to the address listed on
the envelope: After my
friend heard about this
travesty, she said nothing,
wtless that roll-on-the-floor
hysterical belly-laugh could
be counted for something.
A few years ago. when
this tired shell of an editor
was a mere sophomore, a
total of four valid credit
cards occupied space in my
wallet. As I sit before the
computer as an outgoing
senior, none of those cards
remain. One I cut up, one I
never used and lost
somewhere and the other
two were kindly asked for
by the credit offices of the
respective companies.

Al1 of which brings up the
question, why do credit card
companies send college
students - with no viable
income - a whole mess of
credit cards while employed
graduates get sent a stack of
rejection notices? I hadn 't
realized it before, but the
credit card people are not
stupid.
lbcy tolerate late fees,
skipped payments and
surpassed credit limits until
students are just about to
graduate. Then they pull the
card. leaving only a bill to
be paid off, with no chance
for the former card holder
to ring up any more bills.
It's not a bad racket. They
get their money and we get a
bill. What could be simpler?
When I grapuate in two
weeks, I had planned to
march into a local car
dealership, pick out a nice
one, have a sweet stereo
installed in Duluth and hit
the highway for a week.
I think the only road block
to this plan will be the dealer's reaction when I say my
credit is really good. despite
what his computer says.

.
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PINIONS
Pseudo-democracy exists on our campus
The plot thickens in the Student Government amid
allegations of election fraud , illegal campaigning, and
ABC (you figure this acronym out) campaigrs. Not two
weeks ago I mentioned the growing polemic issue of a
quasi.referendum on a rise in activity fees. Now two
weeks later we are faced with a bWtgled election due to
special interests such as our beloved Athletic fiends. Not
two weeks ago I applauded the director for diligently
using every tool the system has to offer to see that the
Senate caw to his interests. What I did not forsee would
be the director overstepping the bounds of proprierty
and sending what can only be termed as thugs to engage
in intimidation al the poll sites.
However, after extensive discussions with our senate
president Marc Herr, I am now convinced that the i~ue
is not as clear cut as simply illegal campaigning or
ballot stuffing. It is commendable that the senate did
halt the proce& when it did and refused to allow the
sham to continue. Unfortunately, praise for our Student

uniVCrsity, can you find many buildings that are not
academic? Our president was frightened of a polling
station near Atwood, again citing some bias or
favouratism in a particular candidate's directon.
Incidentally lhe Chrooicle recently reponoo that 10,000
sllldents a day go through Atwood. There are towns
with two-thirds of the population of SCS that have m<re
polling booths than we have here. My dear president,
are you frighle{led or more peq,le voting by having
moreslations?
I posed lhe questioo to President Hm and he
essentially rq,lied in Open Gallery that lhe Senate did
not have sufficient fun<b to run more polling stations.
1be senate seems to have an enormous amount of
money for everything else besides improving the
electoral proce$, the most fundamental part of any
democracy. The senate could publicii.e the elections, set
up more polling booths, and devise mechanisms to have
more students participate in aspects of the electoral
government must end he.re, for there were many other
process. Yet none of this has been done under our
issues that were incompetently hand1ed. Several months . current regime. A power-elite has arisen on this campus
ago the chairperson of the legislative affairs committee
and a tiny clique is responsible for the major decisions
had all the essential aspects of the election ready and
affecting students on this campus. This clique is devoid
merely needed them mobilized by election time.
of any accountability, any democratic process, and
Meanwhile the Public Affairs committee did little to
involves reactionary and JltXH;onservative elements on
publicize the impending election for reasons that will
campus. It is evident to the power elite that it easier to
become more clear. When the issue of five polling
control 10 percent of the electoral college than 50
stations :was raised president Herr was not in favour and percent Thus they keep the election a family affair and
suggested their removal from all academic buildings
we are lucky when 20 percent of the student population
citing favoratism by the candidates' particular college
votes. Twenty percent of the populous electing a senate
could damage the fairness of the election. This being a
that makes multi-million dollar decisions f9£ 16,000

Athletic department's election
fraud angers some students
As SCS students who maintain more than a passing
interest in the political process on this campus and in
the future of this university, our thoughts on the events
of the last week can be moot succinctly expressed by
two liuie words-we're outraged.
We hope the rest of the student body feels the same
outrage over the allegations of unethic conduct that
led to the canc.ellatioo of last week's Student
Government elections. From what we have learned
about these allegations from those in the media those
involved with the ele.ction, these actions----the ballot
box stuffing, the intimidation tactics, -the threats to the
physical wel1-being ccnain candidates-are totally
reprehensible and completely opposed to the
democratic and free-thinking values espoused by the
university. And those who are respomible for such
actions must be held accountable.

What especially bothers us is the fact that the Men's
Athletic Department-who desperately want a
controversial referendum on the ballot to pass
allowing for an unwaranted hike in student activities
fees that will further aid their already overfunded
department-has so far been unwilling to fully
cooperate with the Student Government investigation.
Perhaps, Ibey have good reason to be afraid. If it
becomes frrmly esrablished that certain people in the
Men's Athletic department are directly or indirectly
responsible ror these deplorable actions, then they
owe the student body nothing less than a full
explanation. If no explanantions are forthcoming,
then students would be justified in calling for their
resignations.
If these university fat cats believe that they can get
away with their political chicanery thanks to the
alleged apathy of SCS students and lhe Student

Government, they should be made aware that their
aooked tactic could also serve to galvanize student
opposition to the more selfish and indefensible desires
on their departments wish list. particularly their
outrageous referendum. In a time, when the SCS
library cannot even afford to buy new books, how
many more studenlS are going to want to see more of
their own money going to athletics.
These allegations of impropriety are very serious
mauers. I don't think many SCS students will
appreciate the fact that their one bUe opportunity to
influence the direction that this university is heading
has been subverted by a whining, bullying special
interest minority who already have a bigger piece of
the pie than they deserve.
We hope our peers will join us in calling for a
complete investigation of all allegations, followed by
the due punishment for those who are responsible, so
that all subsequent SCS Student Government elections
will honestly reflect the lrue ~ and values of this
university.

Brian Mehr
junior, International Relations, Music

From the Left Bank

by
Musa Mhlanga
students is not even close IO democratic process, it
amounts to a Greek Council dictalOrShip.
Moreover there arc lhose in the senate who openly
acknowledge what can only be termed as gross
incompetence, acknowlegments that are often
accompanied by resignations, before one is fired fer
them. In lhe future perhaps there should be an
independent polling organization (comprised of
students} on campus that would not only oversee these
matters but keep the senate on its toes by measuring
student sentiment or our senators de.cisions. They would
determine polling locales not our president, who may be
handpicking a successor in the process. This suggestion
was made early in .the academic year by the chairperson
of the legislative affairs committee and promptly shot
down by the power-elite. The need has arisen for a
tremendous shift in the balance of power on this campus
as it must in the world at large. Students must become
empowered and the only means at our disposal left is to
VOTE.
Until next year, from the left bank ciao!

Vote for more
than lip service
As a person of coloc and of international heritage, I have
seen more lip service and bandwagoo jumping on the

accompa.,sing is.,ue of cultural diversity. SIUdent
Government leaders need to set the pace at the university
level for all issues affecting students.
There ~ only one candidate each running for president
and vice-president who have actually done something
besides lip service.
Brian Johnsrud and Kevin Ludke have initiated
platfonn matmals at lhe Slate level. Both have eloquently
defended minority students programming request and
challenged lhe validity of using students dollar for capital
improvements.
With all due respect to lhe other candidates ruru,ing,
Brian Johnsrud and Kevin Ludke are the only viable
candidates at this time.
They are oot only one issue candidates, and Ibey have

shown strong leadership lhe entire y-. Other things they
ha"' accomplished include foscal rosponsibility and
student empowennelll. They - 1 and defend all
masses. I 1111• your considelatioo of Brian Johnsrud and
Kevin Ludke.

Christopher Sieving
senior, American Studies

Nathan Paklanathan
)unlor, Eleclrlcal Engineering

Brian Vanderwerf
senior, English
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Government: Candidates threatened,romPage1
large build .and blonde hair.
At the time of University
Chronicle deadline, Mark
Petrick, directtt of SCS Security
and Pamng Ope,ations, said he
was still trying to contact_the
Student Government " I need to
talk with the student senate to
determine the full scope of this
situation," Petrick said.
Petrick said he needs to
detennine whether foul play was
committed, and said security
wi11 investigate the case. "I
suspect someone is trying to
benefit from this," he said.
Petrick requested anyone who
has any information that may be
helpful in locating the suspect
call Security and Parking

Operations at 255-3453.
The decision to cancel the
elections was dispuled.
Senatorial candidate J.D.
Knowles questioned the need to
make this decision. "You would
think these safeguards would
have already been put in place."
Knowles said to Student Government adviser Pat Bergert.
"I guess we were naive.
Frankly we weren't prepared,"
Borgert responded. "My view
has always been studentS" are
honest,
students
are
responsible."
Knowles said the decision
made it difficult for those
campaigning, but said he
respected it

HIGHPOINT

Telephone threats to Thompson and finance committee
chairwoman Cindy Jansky were
also a factor in the election's

been used about five years ago
in another function, Borgert

cancellation.

taken steps to ensure fairness in

SPECIAL

the replacement election.
Borgert said processes have
been put in place to ensure all
votes are properly balloted and

PRE-RENT NOW FOR FALL AND GET
$25 OFF FIRST MONTHS RENT!

lbompson said she received
three calts of this nature. "I got
one that said 'You know who's
gonna win and they better r-

ing win,'" Thompson said. She
said she received another call to
•• ... stop messing around with the
athletic fee (i~)."
According to Thompson,
Jansky also received several
phone calls threatening violence
unless she ended her pesidential
campaign. One ca11 was
answered by Jansk:y's mother.
Thompson said she and Jansky
have discussed the threats with
Student Government adviser Pat
Borgert and plan to meet with
SCS Affirmative Action Officer
Jill Ciliberto.
Borgert spoke out against the
threats during open forum
Thursday night. "We have on
this campus enough intolerance.
We certainly don't need this
type of behavior," she said. "It's
wrong. It's not to be tolerated. I
urge you ... to speak out against
it," she adde.d. 'This is not what
Student Government is abouL"
Additional
problems
developed when it was
discovered that the SCS
identiffcation card number
assigned for the elections had

Apartments
259-9673

said.
Student Government has

rruutoo.
Elections will take place
tomorrow · and Thursday at
Garvey Commons from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m., Atwood Memorial
Center from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
the Halenbcck bridge from 9
a.m. to4p.m.
AH ballots will be stamped
and numbered, and must be
filled out in ink. A new
identificatioq card number will
be used, and balloting areas will
be roped off to discourage ballot
stuffing. Senators Scott Knutson
and John Harper will oversee
the elections.
Student
Government
unanimously approved a
position statement presented by
Senator Layne Holter that
expresses Student Government's
disgust toward the intimidation
tactic.! used during the campaign
and canceled election. The
statement also stresses Student
Government support for all
those who are elected in a free
and open election. The position
statement will be added to the
meeting minutes.
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YOU'VE ALREADY LOOKED AT THE
REST NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST!
LET US BE YOUR NEXT APARTMENT!
IT WON'T BE LONG UNTIL SPRING
LET'S BE PREPARED AND READY TO
MOVE!
WHY MOVE IT? - STORE IT FOR FREE
If you sign your lease for fall, you can leave your furniture
and belongings right in your apartment! It will all be there
when you move back in the fall! Yes free storage for the
summer if you sign up now! You can't pass up this deal! No
one will have to move you in the spring or again next faU!
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... To Pay Day?
If you are over 19 and no longer a full-time student, you
could be on your own when it comes to health coverage. And
that could be risky w1lhout a comprehensive. temporary plan
to protect you from the time you graduate until you're eligible
ror group coverage with your first Job.
That's why we designed INS'fA-0\RE.
This unique Blue Cross and Bltle Shield plan provides up
to $1 mllllon or malor medical coverage for 60. 90 or 120
days. And best of all. INSTA-CARE IS affordable ... as liltle as
$27.84* per month and coverage can begin within 24 hours
In most cases.
It's a good way to cover the gap between graduation day
and pay day. And INS'fA-CARE is backed by the company you
can trust ror strength and stabllity... Blue Cross and Blue
Shield or Minnesota.
Find out more about INSTA-CARE and other individual
plans, AWARE CARE and AWARE Gold, by contacting your
local Blue Cross and Blue Shield agcnL Or call us at
(612) 456-5050. toll-[~ at 1 800 382-2000, ext. 5050,
or mall the coupon below.
0 60daycqyera,e.S500dedocUbif;planforamaleunder age30
Alcohol and chemical <lcpcn<lrncy co,.uav not lndudcd.

YES, I'm Interested In more Information about:
_

li'\ISTA-CAKE

Low cost temll(lrary coverage.
_

AWARE Gold lndh1dual

Comprehensive
covc rage1ncludlng

AWARE CAKE

Up to SI m1111on worth or
maJor medical coverage.
your choice or seven deductibles
from $ 150 to$2000.

prevcnU\'ecarefromover
10.000 physicians and
Sllf'Clallstsslatewtde.

Name._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ • • • - - -

Address,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Slate_ _ Zip Code,_ _ __ _
City '
Phone( _ _ ), _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MalllO:
Bl~Cl'08lllindBl11t.Shlcldot Minnesota

i~~~~~0c111 w9 is.ffl. rn, Blue Cross Blue Shield
s..rau1.~1N 55164

T, ... ofMinnesota
•

• The First The Future.
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Pro-life or ...

200 rally for reproductive rights
by Dana Drazenovlch
Production editor

to Winston Grang« of Seniors for
Choice in Minneapolis.

About 200 people rallied at Lake
George and marched through

"I'm made '8 hell and I'm not
going to take it anymore," Kraft
said, drawing enthusiastic resrx,nse
from the crowd. Pro-life and pro-

downtown St. Cloud Friday to
show support for maintaining legal

abortion in the United States.

choice facets need to find common
ground, she said. "We need to work

Speakers ranged from Lorelei

together so birth control is

Kraft, who is running for the
Seventh District congressional seat,

available to all women who want
iL ..

Marchers were met at St Mary's
Cathedral by about 20 people
holding signs with pro-life slogans,
but no eCfort was made to block the
m=h.
"It went really well," said
Jennifer Trom, Women's Equality

Group co-chairman . WEG cosponsored the rally with several
other SCS and community groups.

... pro-choice

Paul Mlddlestaedt/photo editor

About 200 people panlclpated In a reproductive rights rally and march Friday at Lake George. A
handful of pro-llfe supporters stood quietly outside St. Mary's Cathedral as they marched.
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Domino's understands college students. That's why we
announce this remarkable special. Call us now for a delicious
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Students may qualify for health care
coverage under HealthRight bill
by Renee Petersen
The battle between the
uninsured and soaring medical

23' BEDROOMAPAAIMENlS
FFICIENCIES AND STUDIOS

costs continues and students are
not exempt from the costs.

ISHWASHER, AIR

People who have gone four

months uninsured and 18
months wjthout employer-paid
inswance - with the employer
paying 90 percent and employee
paying JO pen:ent- can qualify

for the new Minnesota
HeaJthRight Bill, said the
Conference Committee Report.
The Minnesota HealthRight
Bill was pas.sed April 17 in a 4917 vote.
"The bill is designed for
persons who fill in the gap,"
said Sen. JoAnne Benson, IRDist. 17. "It's for the working
poor and students are usually in
this gap. Their income isn't high

LOW SUMMER
RATES

enough or low enough and

parental coverage has been
discontinued."
The gap Benson refers to is
created between two groups of

people - those who are insured
through their place of
employment oc insured privately
and those who are on Medical
A~istance. People who do not
qualify for any of these
programs are the ones who will
be helped by HeallhRighL
To qualify for Medical
Assistance in Minnesota, a
person needs to have a monthly
income of $420 ($5040 yearly)
or less . A household of two
adults with or without children
can earn up to $524 monthly
($6288 yearly), said Lee
Krzyzaniak,
Financial
Assistance Supervisor for
Steams County Social Services.
Most students are insured
without HealthRight
'The biggest percent do have
insurance. I think it's a small
percent that don't have anything
at all. Returning and nontradtional students, especially
those with children, have
Medical Assistance," said Sally
Milstroh, receptionist for SCS

, lANNltro FACILITY

To qualify for Medical Assistance In
Minnesota, a person needs to have a monthly
Income of $420 ($5040 yea~y) or less. A
household of two adults with or without
children can earn up to $524 monthly ($62
yearly). The average Income of students on
the SCS campus Is $3,834 for dependent
students and $12,391 for Independent
students, according to financial aids.

Unfv.,..lty Chronlc/4, graphku'Tom Sorensen

Less than $100/person/month
Air conditioning, free cable,
1/2 block from SCS

made by those who receive care.
The average income of According to their ability to pay,
students on the SCS campus is a percentage of their income is
$3,834 for dependent students taken. (By 1993, an estimated
and $12,391 for independent 14.1 percent of the family health
students, according to Frank care cost from families with
Loncorich, director of financial children), said Benson• .
aids.
" If nothing is done to conuol
Part of the bill will extend the cost of heallh care, by the
parental coverage of children to year 2,000 people will be
age 25, which will be paying $6,000 apiece for health
implemented by early 1993. insurance," Benson said.
Furlhe, funding for the bill will
~~;;;e{;:t a:ds-;e;1 p1:r"ce:~ • ..
- -- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _-:_
- _~_- _______________________________________________________________________-:;
surcharge on hospital bills, as
well as a 1 percent tax on

ThYOTA

HMOs.
Hea1th Maintenance Organizations, like Group Hea1th, are
prepaid, all inclusive policies
that promote preventive
medicine. Everything is prepaid
in the HMO system except what
is specifically outlined in the
contract (co-paying on mental
health, prescriptiom and alcohol ·
treatment). Participants in the
HMO program are required to
go to HMO clinics and doctors.
People who use HeaJthRight
will also pay into it with a
«sliding fee" which is a payment

If this is your idea of
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SGS takes
One of the crew
..-------------------------,--------,
fourth in NCC
baseball tourney
over weekend

n

by Troy Young
Assistant sports editor

~ ~

GRAND FORKS, N.D.
Coming into the North Central
Conference playoffs, the SCS offense was
averaging seven runs a game.
This did not happen at the playoffs.
The Huskies were eliminated from the
tournament Friday evening by Morningside
College 11-2 at Kraft Memorial Field It was their
fourth game in two days of playoff action.
SCS beat the Maroon Chiefs in the opening
round of the tournament but. unlike Game l, failed
to keep the third-seeded team of the Southern
division off the basepaths. Scoring only two runs
didn't help.
"I don't think we did a very good job of
hitting," said Denny Lorsung, SCS coach.
"We needed timely hitting and we really didn't
do thaL"
The Huskies advanced lO the Morningside game

by shutting down Mankato State University Ul the
first game Friday, beating the Mavericks 7-5. Dave
Oehrlein pitched his final game in an SCS unifonn
and went the distance to yield 10 hits. The Huskies
could only muster one run through the first six
innings but erupted for six runs in the seventh
inning. Scott Schulte hit his second homerun of
the tourney, while Ron Fuchs also homered to cap
off the inning.
South Dakota State University knocked SCS
startex Jim Hanson from Thursday's second game
in 3 2/3 innings. Hanson took a line drive on the
lower bicep of his throwing ann, which forced
him out of the game.
Jim Kremer relieved Hanson but didn't get
much support from the mysterious SCS offense.
Schulte hit a tw~run homer in the top of the sixth,
which tied the game 2·2. The Huskies could only
get three more hits and fell to the Jackrabbits 5·2.
" It's a crazy game," Schulte said. "(The SOS
pitcher) was their best guy, but in this morning's
game we didn't hit the ball either. We can't
explain it. (SOSU) is tough to hold down. We
weren't hitting the ball and it caught up with us."
SOS• Joe Maras pitched the full nine innings
and scattered five hits while striking out nine. "I
was hitting the spots pretty well," Maras said. "My
fastball was moving and that gave them trouble.

See BasebalVPage 11

Paul Ulddlestaedt/photo editor

John Radel, SCS crew club vice president, practices on the Mississippi River Sunday. The crew club
will have Its last race of the season Memo~al weekend at Lake Phalen In St. Paul.

Five first-place finishes bring SCS women
fourth place at NCC track championships
by Jim Boyle
Staff writer
The SCS women's
track team ran,
jumped, shot and threw its way into
fourth place of the North Central
Conference Outdoor Championships
last weekend in Sioux City, Iowa.
More specifically, four Huskies
came home with five first place and
two second place fmishes, helping the
team fmish founh.
Nath Dakota State University won
the championship . While Coach

Nancy Knop says the team's success
wasn't a surprise, Amy Supemant's
success was.
" She kicked the rest of the field,"
Knop said of Supemant's first place
fmish in the S,000 meters. "I can't say
enough about the way she ran."
Supernant's victory run was
actually S,400 meters because of a
mistake made by race officials.
"My plan was to stay behind the
pack and have them pull me along,"
she said. "But with three lapno go I
pulled ahead. When I looked out of
the comer of my eye, I saw that no

one followed. It felt great to win. Both
me and the coach were very
surprised."
Supemant also took second in the
3,000 meters on the second day of

competitions.
"I'd like to make it to nationals,"
she added. '"That's been my goal since
I missed making the indoor nalionals
by two seconds." Although she won't
qualify aucomatically, she says she's
got a good chance of making the
provisional CUL Of those who do

See ll'ack/Page 10

Rival revenge

Softball team loses two in NCAA tournament

~~~.:'!Yi

~ E d itor

SOfTBAll
The
SCS
women's softball team had its
season come to a screeching halt
this weekend at Joplin, Mo.
The Huskies committed a
total of eight errors in two losses
at the NCAA Division II softball
regionals. The Huskies dropped

the first game S-0 to North
Central Conference rival
Augustana College, then k>st 11·
2 to the University of Nebraska·
Omaha, another NCC foe.
Missouri Southern, who
entered the tournament ranked
second in all of Division II
softball, won the double•
elimination regional and
advances to the NCAA
Championships at Sawnee, Kan.

this weekend.
The Huskies began play by
taking on Augustana and pitcher
Signe DeJong, who proceeded
to shut out the Huskies on two
hits . Jenny Maurer, Kathy
Orstad, Angie Hopkins and
Traci Mescher all went 1-for-3
with one RBI.
Meanwhile, OeJong shut
down the Huskies allowing only
two hits and striking out• three

over seven innings in earning
the win. Sue Varland got the
start and the loss for the
Huskies, giving up two earned
run s on nine hits in S 1/3
innings.
In game two, the Huskies
rapped out nine hits, but
stranded 10 runners and
committed six elTOOi in the 11-2
loss to Nebraska-Omaha.
Pitcher Amy Pick provided

the offense in driving in four
runs on three hits. Pick also
provided the de£ense, giving up
two earned runs on nine hits in
six innings.
Varland got the loss in giving
up five runs on six hits in 1 2/3
innings. Jodi Grzeskowiak
finished ~ . game by giving up
two runs and six hits.
SCS fmishes at2S•l4.
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As Tang Soo Do progresses,
club brings home successes
by Joel Myhre
Staff writer

Its traditional name may be
Tang Soo Do Moo Duk Kwan,
but to most people it looks like

karate.
Tang Soo Do, with a chapter
located near the SCS campus,

has given SCS students an
interesting athletic outlet for the
past 12 years. It has also been
used succes.Yully in competition
by several SCS students, most

recently in the Tang Soo Do
spring championship Satmday in
Eastman Hall. Eight SCS
members placed in 12 events in
the
six-state
regional

tournament.
Bill Nelson, a fourth-degree
black belt master instruct<X', has
been teaching the Tang Soo Do
style for 17 years. He founded
the St. Cloud chapter in 1980
after teaching SCS students in
the Denmark program in 1979.
Since then, Nelson has helped
some SCS students make
significant accomplishments in
the sport. The St. Cloud Tang
Soo Do chapter team, comprised
of SCS students and alumni, has
won the nationaJ tournament for

three consecutive years. No
other local chapter has ever
accomplished this feat, Nelson
said.
Along with Nelson's chapter,

the SCS Tang Soo Do
organization has been in
operation
since
1980.
Organization President Dan
Knoll is an SCS graduate
student and first-degree black
belL
Tang Soo Do is a relatively
new form of karate, Nelson said.
It was founded in 1945 by
Hwang Kee, who is also the
cwrent grand m~. Like Judo
and Kwan Do, it is a style of
the martial arts, combining
styles from Korea, called Soo
Bank Do, and Northern and
Southern China.
Tang Soo Do competitions are
divided into three categories:
forms, breaki'ng and sparring.
The forms competition is
basically gymnastics set to
karate moves, Knoll said.
Traditional combinations of
hand and kicking techniques are
demonstrated in this event,
Knoll said.
Breaking competition requires
students to break one-foot, oneinch thick square boards. Boards
are set up according to the
student's favorite method.
Judging for the breaking
competition is detennined by the
hardness of the boards, difficulty
of technique and the success of
cleanly breaking the boards.
Sparring, based on rank, can
be done using full contact,

n

minimum contact, and no
contact. For the recent
tournament, no contact was used
and points determined the
winner.
Ranks are given to each
student to measure the student's
ability. The ranking order goes
in the order of white, orange,
green, red and black.. Testing is
given for belt advancement
every three months if the student
is ready. Students must wait
moce than three years in order to
truce the black.-belt test, but there
are 10 levels before a black. belt
SCS sophomore Evonne
Wellnitz, a first-degree black
belt, said achieving black-belt
status requires a great deal of
time and discipline. Athletic
skills can be improved by
practicing Tang Soo Do,
Wellnitz said. 'ibe moce you're
in karate, the better stretch you
get and the more physically fit
you get"
Ahhough Tang Soo Do is
considered
a
sport
in
tournaments, it is moce of an art
because it has more to do with
personal growth than fighting,
Nelson said. "It's more about
overcoming personal challenges
and getting to know personal
limits and abilities. The basis of
the system is in preventing inner
conflict"

Track lrom Page 9
not automatically qualify for nationals but have good records for
the season. Although the number of those who qualify
provisionally is usually about 11, the committee is flexible,
depending on how many athletes have outstanding records.
Other women who had their success rewarded were Be.cky
Anderson, GiGi OesLauriers and Simona Samuelson.
Anderson and Desl..auriers earned North Central Conference
records. Anderson set the record in the triple jump with a 39-1/l
jump. DesLauriers had 5-10 in the high jump, giving her the
school and NCC record.
Samuelson rook first by setting two petSOnal records, which
earned her and the team the two other first place fmishes. In the
discus she set a new SCS record with a 45-7 1/2 throw. She also
tool< lint in the shot puL

Men's Track and Field
The men's track le.Im finished sixth in Sioux City, Iowa in the
men's portion of the NCC Championships.
..I thought going into the meet, our success depended on how
well injured members Lawrence Means (hamstring) and Brett
Feist (groin) would be able to do," said Coach Tracy Dill. "If
they could have competed, I thought we'd finish fourth ••• For
the most part, we did as well as we could."
The men finished flrst in two events, which included the mile
relay and the 4 x 400 relay. Scot Joynt, Randy Roeske, Mark.
Larson and Kent Bettendorf combined their effons to win the 4
x400 relay.
The Huskies finished second in the 4 x 100 relay (Mark
Larson, Todd Haferman, Lamar Miller and Joynt). In the 100
meter Haferman and Mi.lier finished fourth and seventh
collectively. Miller also fmished eighth in the 200 meter.
SCS had three runners place in the 400 meter race. They were
Larson (fiflh), Joynt (sixlh) and Roeske (eighlh).
North Dakota State University won the championship.
''The men's division is tight this year," Dill said. Six of the
nine teams who competed are ranked in the top 20 in the nation,
including SL Cloud.
"We have a lot of young kids," Dill said. "We'll be tough next
year if we can avoid injuries."

SWEET SUMMER DEALS!

OPnon OnEm:D:
- SWIMMING PooL

- VOUEYBALL COURT
- AIR CoNDmONING

- 1'ENNis CoURT

- BALcONIES
- FREE BASIC

- PLUS MANy 0rHER

AMENmES

CABLE

SIGN UP NOW & SAVE$$$!
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$750FF

-

-

a3month
apartment 'lease
with this coupon.

-

-

•COUPON- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Baseball fromPage9
I just went at them 1ike I
always have."
The Huskies got a glimpse
of their future in the opening
game of the tournament
Thursday, when freshman

Todd Steil held Morningside 10
one earned run on the way to a
3·2 victory.
Unlike
his
Jast
performances, Steil was helped
out by some stellar defense at
lhird base by Dean Turnfand.
Tumland made seven assists
and two pu&outs and took part
in retiring the first five batters.
Steil, a Rocori product, went

" It's a crazy game. "
Scott Schulte
SCS baseball team
varsity game,., Steil said. "I

and we expected that from

started to get tired at the end
and I was hoping he wouldn't
take me out. I wanted to get
through things myself."
Lorsung had no hesitations

him."
Steil appears to be a
mainstay on the SCS pitching
staff that loses three of its four
starters in the rotation. The
Huskies finished the 1992
seawn 15-20 overall and 7-7 in
the NCC - not exactly a
worthy record of receiving
NCAA considerations into the
national tournament this week.

about sending a freshman to
the mound for the first game of
NCC tournament play.
"We just think he has got a
lot of poise as a young player,"
Lorsung said. "We'Ve watched
him for three years at Rocori,

the distance and gave up seven
hits along with 10 strike.outs in
his third varsity outing.

"I just took it as another

fQnlQNl~U

DIPPING IS FOR DIPS.
DON'T USE SNUFF OR CHEWING TOBACCO.

•r

Now Renting

.

.

Summer and Fall
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Free basic cable
• Air conditioning
• TV & phone jacks in bdrms.
• Heat and water paid
• Carports and garages
• Parking with plug ins

Dishwashers
Microwaves
Private and shared bdrms.
Four bdrm. apts.
Laundry facilities
Mini blinds

'The Finest in Affordable Student Housing'
Eight well· maintained locations

25 1-6005

Excel Realty- Prop. Mgmt. Inc.
81 o W. St. Germain

''Head
and
shoulders
above all
the rest''

253-4042

Winner of 23 newspaper and
individual awards at the 1992
Minnesota Newspaper Association
Better College Newspaper Contest,
Including First Place in General
•Excellence and Editorial Page
as a Whole.

Eu.rail Passes
as low as $340. For more information
on air fares call Tavis at 259-8573.

NOW LEASING
'Tfu.

iii'i1

:Finest In Student Jlousing

251-1814

Featuring
*Close In Locations
* Ample Parking - Garages
*Heat, Water and Cable T. V. Furnished
*Superb Amenities : Decks, Security, Large Bathrooms
*Appliances: Microwaves, Air Conditioners, Dishwashers
*Large Single Bedrooms, Large Double Bedrooms
*l, 2, 3, & 4 Bedroom Apartments

AIIState Insurance Co.
Call for a
no obllgatlon qoute
252-8030

327 - 7TH AVR. SO.
302 & 310 8TH AVE. SO.
1450. 5TH AVE. SO.

UNJVRRSJTY NORTH APTS.

METROVIEW APTS
COLLEGE VIEW APTS.

UNIVERSITY APTS.
SOUTHVIEW APTS.
RIVERSIDE BLDG. APTS.

.'139 - 6TH AVF.. SO.

523 - 12TH STR. SO.
229 - 5TH AVE. SO.

*Note; not all l_9eations have all amenities.

Of'fu i·
,11·

(

011,1•1111·11th

LoC'att·d

229 - :'itl, A~e. So.

·~~·
r:----------:,

1-...'lod' ~b£,f:'1

51.t 'These Locations.

Riverside Rm~l Estate Properties Inc.
251-8284 or 251-9418

1·
I
I
:

.

·

. ..

Two-piece chicken
dinner for $1.99

I
I
I
:

: Good at 328 5th Ave. I
S. location only.
:
1

L

Good thru August 30, 1992

J
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Johnny
Clueless
wins battle
of bands
by Jim Boyle
Staff writer
Johnny Clueless must
have had at least an inkling
of what it would take to
win the third annual Battle
of the Unsigned Bands. If
not, they won it anyways.
It was one of eight bands
who contended for first
place in front of Stewart
Hall last Friday for the
rights to a spot on Monday
Night Liv-eon KVSC, a
$150 gitt certificate from
Al's Music and two hours
of recording time at Doane
Tone Recorders.
The two bands who came
clooest to taking the honors
from Johnny Clueless were
Jade and the Precious Fish.
Jade took. and second and
won a $75 gift certificate
from Al's Music, while the

Precious Fish won a $50

gi~:runc:~ce,, wa,
Paul Mlddlestaedt/photo editor

Jade guitarist Ryland Nelson plays Friday on Atwood Mall.

r;: :;: ;:::::::==============::;
Picl_a winner, not your nose.

sponsored
by
the
University Program Board
Concerts Committee and
Al's Music.

·;;._ \

Read University Chronicle, winner
of 23" awards at the Minnesota
Newspaper Assocation's College
Better Newspaper Contest.

~

I.Q1

Feed your mind.

~~ra~ Hi@h Dew

Get to know what's going on in
St. Cloud. Read University Chronicle.

~c:9.-.E!'~ · c::l~y-

Maiyf3J
0 n th e Ma I I
Sponsored By:

SUMMER ROOMS

RalnSlleAlwoodBallroom

$125, $·1~5. $145,
$155,$165,$175,$185

Campus Drug
Program

BernicksPepsi
l·oodandl't pstr lJlduc!s

$55,$65,$75,$100,$110

WINTER ROOMS

10 a.m. - 3 p.111.

Activities and Informational Booths:
a 01ti1g, cu1u
Q_ Pepsi Pillow

a Filihiris AtUelic
a Bfi1to11J
0 1101 Tlb

Knauli

a

Dul Tut

Mi no-. Races
0 Kmte Clab
0 lack's Bicycle
a Big B1othr s/fo1m

Aero Club One ho"' flight for three peopl e

U Midw es t Adve1lm l'ompny
CJ Masu ge
U Pi1chi1g Root\
U fuwilhFla•or
U Emr cise Eq 1i pmen1
0 Bky clintl'hb
U Academic l'omp,ter Sm im

Scheduled Events:
Feuci1g Demos-- 10::ioa.m.. 11:301.m., 12::iop.m., 1:30 p.m. (08 !h t mall)
Limbo Coatcsl·· 1)0011 - 1 p.m. (01 tbt mdl)
Tt1ni1 To1rume1t-- l11lubctl Te•ni1 Cou1ts - 3:30p.m.
Wale Up Aerobics -- 9a.m. Loi L
Vo lltyball Tomamnl--llill Cm Courts

Nile Trax 10 a.m .. 2 p.m.
i.ive Band 2 p.m. • 3 p.m.

'STRAIGHT ON'
r ,om Mu~ieloch

Speaker - 8 p.m. Atwood Ballroom - Dan Buettner
sponsored by:

Headed 12,888 mile expedition around the world

UPB

]')!!14,e!

A
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<'.hit otlhere with un&erwei'f
by Brenda

Dahn

Underwear.
We all (well, most of us)
wear it In fact. most of us can't
live without iL But Eric
Swanson displays a particularly
unique interest in the subject of
boxers, briefs and lingerie.
Swanson, a fifth-year history
major, says, "Some people
collect beer cans, I collect
underwear."
Swanson has at least 25
different styles and colors of

Wlderwear. He began his

collection two years ago. "It's
all be.cause of my childhood.
After years of my mom buying
plain, white Hanes jockey

shorts, I was bored," Swanson
said.

He started comparing
underwear with Sarah Pylka. a

co-wortc.er. "We have contests to
see who couJd find the wildest

underwear. Hers were always
boring," Swanson said.
He started buying undttwear
for his female friends. "I had a

pair of pants that had the
pockets cut out. Eric could see
my unde~ear. He told me that
they were boring, so he bought
me two pair of sexy
underwear," Pylka said. "He's
kind of a humorous guy. If you
know what he's like. you
wouldn't be offended."
Swanson gets some weird
looks when he is shopping in
the women's lingerie
'
department "Men buying
women's underwear is very
strange. I get the feeling that the

SGS hosts Kentucky derby
benefit for tri-college students
by Andrea Frledenauer
News editor
The Kentucky Derby came to St
Cloud this year.

May 2 at the Civic Center people
could eat cornbread and black-eyed
peas, pet a Thoroughbred and bet on the

races.
It was all pan of May Bowle, the
annual banquet to benefit fine arts
students at SCS, SL John's University
and the College of SL Benedict. This
year SCS took its tum as host, with
Vernie McDonald as May Bowle chair.
This year's theme was the Kentucky
Derby.
"It went very, very well," said
Deborah Hudson, co-chair of the
decorations committee.

Perhaps the most impressive
decorat.ion was the Thoroughbred
"Come Summer," the winningest horse
at Canterbury Downs the first year it
was in operation.
"I think the highlight was when they
came in with the horse and blew the
uumpet like at Canterbury Downs,"

-'It's all because of my childhood. After
years of my mom buying plain, white
Hanes jockey shorts, I was bored."
- Eric Swanson, SCS student
who collects underwear
clerks think I'm really buying
them for myself," Swanson
said. "I buy underwear for my
friends because I think my taste
in underwear is very superior."
Dayton's and JC Penney's
are his favorite places to shop.
"It seems that the most eccentric
underwear is always in the
farthest comer, kind of tucked
away. I've always made excuses
to the clerks why I'm buying
these," Swanson said.
Swanson looks fa
uniqueness and variety when he
buys underwear. "Most of my
collection is special-occasion
underwear. I have just about
every color that you could
imagine."

Swanson says his favorite
pairs of underwear are metallic.
"My absolute favorite pair is
black bikini with little squares
of metallic pink and green.
They're the really shiny kind
that yOU can almost see yourself
in."
Swanson hopes to expand his
collection. "I'm hoping to get at
least 40 pair. It all depends on
how much extra cash l have.
Spring quarter is always pretty
tight," Swanson said.
Swanson plans to graduate
soon. As far as his collection,
Swanson says, "I'm moving
into socks now."

Dancin' dragons

McDonald said. She said ''Come
Summer" paraded through the dining
room of the Civic Center with a jockey.
"People were really impressed with
the outstanding menu and food,"
Hudson said. The authentic southern
menu included beef tenderloin in
bourbon sauce, blackened catfish, spicy
beans known as hopping john,
cornbread, okra and black-eyed peas.
"ARA Food Service did a fantastic
job with the food," McDonald said.

But the evening included more than
food. At any time about IOOpeople
could be found wagering May Bowle
money at the video horse races. Players
who wagered wisely could spend their
May Bowle money on prizes and art
donated by students.
''The attendents at May Bowle really
had a good time," said SCS senior
Charlotte Johnson. Johnson helped run
May Bowle money for dealers at the
blackjack tables, she said. Johnson was
one of about 100 SCS students who
volunteered to help at the event
Johnson is an admissions ambassador,

See Bowle/Page 15

Seen Potter/staff photographer

Naokl Sato, a native of Japan, and Tuan Nguyen, International
Student Association vice president, perform a tradltlonal
Vietnamese Dragon dance for ISA's International festival Friday
evening at the St. Cloud Civic Center.
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Angela Lansbury has some serious
explaining to do.

Like 'White Sands' in the
hour glass

Why? Because television detective
shows like her long-running "Murder
She Wrote" have saturated audiences into
learning how to solve homicides. (Not
real ones, mind you, but theatrical ones,
where the main question is, "Who
dunnit?") It has become increasingly
difficult for screenwriters to shock
audiences because they probably guessed
the murderer's identity 20 minutes
earlier. All of this leads into the
murder/suspense film "White Sands."

A movie review

by Tom Sorensen

Even though it is, at times,
transparently predictible, the film holds
your eye, and provides enough twists to
show that this isn't a story about a

Eli>.abeth Mas1rar11onio C'Class Actiooj
and Mickey Rourke C'Angel Heartj.

Now, for me, the cast list aJone sent
me drooling for the ticket counter for I
love all three of these actors. Rourke, as
usua1, plays a mysterious, sex-dripping,
"hwnan" who smoothly deals in and with
what he wants. Mastrantonio's character
rides the fence of good and bad making it
rough on Dafoe. If he's going to come
out alive he needs to trust someone, and
that makes him very vulnerable to being
snuffed out
So, as I usually preach, go out and see
this film! The cinematography is fresh
and honest, and there's a good sense or
humor and morality that pervades
throughout the movie.

murder, as much as a story about a man
who gets so caught up in it, he spirals
deeper into a world from which he can't

escape.
That man, a deputy sheriff, is played
by Willem Dafoe ("Platoon" and "Last
Temptation of Christ") The movie opens
with him discovering a murdered body in
the middle of nowhere (Yeah, this sounds
just like the "Thunderheart" review). As
he begins to investigate he becomes
tangled with the FBI (still like

''Thunderheart") aJong with two
interesting characters, played by Mary

It's currently playing at Packwood 8
weekdays at 4:45, 7: 15 and 9: 15 p.m. For
weekend times add 12:45 and 2:45 p.m.
Meanwhile, since Chronicle is soon
going on hiatus fota while, here's a
summer preview of what's coming up:
"Alien 3." Well, the storie.,;; I've read
about the hell this production has gone
through from script(s) to screen,
compared with the incredible previews
See Previews/Page 15
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Physical Jerks/ B, Gn,gor Gunl'ison

Preferred
Properties has
moved and
added a leasing
line for your
convenience!

AUi••·
Auckl.1lltd

New location:

.......

tar•c.•

Cost.RU
•r..., ... m1o • ., 1,.,.

$t14°

""'"',...

w.,4 •, '"°'"'

,-,dw,.lw..t-•rM,...irM. T..., ..riHWN

Council Travel
1501Ln~tyA"'"'--'CS.E. 3rdFlo:::<

~ i ~, ~SS41-4

61t-379-t3t3
Call for a FRIE 19H studnl
lraval catalog!

Kinko Copies Building
211 S. Fifth Ave., Suite 3
St. Cloud
Our new leasing line will give you
access to a leasing agent Monday through
Saturday, 1O a.m. to 7 p.m.
654-3590
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Previews:

Bowle: Last one netted about $30,000 from Page 13
but she said there were May
Bowle helpers representing many
SCS organizations, including
Speech Communication Chili,
Minority Student Programs and

Vanguard.
"A lot of administratorS and a
lot of big cheeses from the
community were there," Johnson
said.
McDonald said attendance was
down from previous years, and
she wished more people had been
(here to enjoy iL

Summer sizzles

"I think it was absolutely
terrifiC,.. she said.

from Page 14

About 800 people anended this
year, Hudson said. Tickets were
$35, but $20 were tax deductible.
Hodson said she was stiH unsure
of profilS ~ the sale of
drinks, flowers, cookbooks and
pull tabs has not been tallied yet

Last year May BoWle made about
$30,000 for fme ans schollllsbips
at the three instiwtions.

Chrjstw
Church

Newman

Center

+

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

I've seen has definitely whetted my
appetite for this film. Expect me to be
first in line somewhere, May 22.
"PabiotGames." Tom Clancy, the
author of ''Red October" along with that
film's production crew is coming out
fighting again. This time, though, Alec
Baldwin has been replaced by Harrison
Ford. This ought to be excellent.
"Encino Man." Think this will be any
good? In the words of Pauly Shore,
"Doubtful!" (Could someone just please
put that MTV geek out of his misery?)
"Lealhal Weapon 3." L~e I need to
ex.plain this one. It's coming out this
Friday.

396 First Ave. S. St, Cloud, Minn.
66301
Mass & Events 251-3261
Office 251-3260
Pastor's Residence 251-2712

Promotional photo

Things get a little tight for Sigourney
Weaver In "Allen 3-wtly, for you Disney fans, "Pinnochio" will
be re-released this summer.
Ciao!

Now Renting

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
PROGRAM

7 p.m. Newman Parisli House,
friendly, informal faith
diSCussions

GOT A MINUTE?
"Sti/1--in a way--nobody sees a
flower--real/y. It is so sma/1--we
haven't time--and to see takes time,
like to have a friend takes time. "
Georgia O'Keeffe

For summer and fall
*Classic 500
500 12th St. S.
*Bridgeview West
1226 Ninth Ave. S.

*Bridgeview South
1217 Fourth Ave. S.
*River Ridge
410 14th St. S.

*Other locations available near campus.

Call today!

259-0063

APPLE COMPUTERS

the Natural High
Stop by the Apple table Wednesday May 13

Happy Graduation!! & See you next Fall.
UPB Office: Atwood 222D, 255-2205
UPB Hours: Monday - Friday,
8 am - 4:30 p.m.

mPAl:C;o;T~YF~~~~~~~;NT

Get more Apple for your money
at the Computer Store ECC 101.

I
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14 will lose positions when
BEOA department disbands
by Brenda Dahn

Six faculty members of the
BEOA department will be out of
jobs as of May 22.
last May the SCS College of
Business announced the
elimination of the Business
Education
and
Office
Administration program due to
budget limitations.
Since this announcement,
BEOA faculty members have
filed grievances against the
administration through the
Faculty Association.
"It's taken a long time," said
Robert Johnson, Faculty
Association president. "An
attempt was made to resolve
this on campus but it wasn't
resolved. It's at the state level
with the chancellor's office.
Actually it's the chancellor's
office that's delaying this. I
don't know why."
"If the chancellor is unable to
resolve this, it can go into
arbitration.
The
state's
arbitration is final," said Julie
Andrzejewski, grievance officer.
An April memo from the
BEOA department to Johnson
and SCS faculty stated, "By fall
quarter of 1991 five people have
been hired for the College of
Business tenure-track positions.
The five newly hired faculty are

Do You Have To Get Dirty
To Have Fun?*

said.
"If the

allotted total salaries of
($238,446), in excess of the six
BEOA faculty members allotted
total salaries of ($237,926). The
(faculty) contract states,
'Retraining of present fac•,lty
shall be considered by the
President to avoid the necessity
for layoffs. No such considerations occurred before the
BEOA retrenchment decision
was made.'"
"'The interviews for the new
hires were being held alx>ut ~
same time as the layoffs were
taking place ," said Johnson,
"We've raised the issue ~[
retraining these faculty. We
didn't get a satisfactory

BEOA faculty
members are removed, the COB
will be represented by only 14
percent
female
faculty.
Therefore, female students will
have reduced access to
professional female role
models," stated a Jan.17 BEOA
memo.
Forty-nine percent of BEOA
students are female, according
to the April memo.
"We have documentation of

SPEf/Al/Zfll. The last word in hot
new mountain bikes. Just right for a
smooth comfortable ride, but mountain
tough for spontaneous in-the-dirt
adventures. Specialized mountain
bikes come complete with 21 speeds,
index shifting and frames designed to
deliver maximum comfort, control and
response . At a down-to-earth price ,
these bikes love the outdoors as much
as you do.

See BEOA/Page 17

response."

'7he hiring was done because
of vacancies in departments that
stu4ents needed ," said Barb
Grachek, Academic Affairs
interim vice president. " The
needs were greater in other areas
than the BEOA depanmenL"

*

Reassessment of BEOA
faculty could have been
accomplished in sufficient time
for retraining for COB positions,
according to the April memo.
Some faculty feel that the
elimination of the BEOA

For the answer to this and many
other questions come visit our booth
on Natural High Day, May 13!

,!~~'W

~~

/, g~ S
~

Centennial Plaza
2000 Eighth St. N.

252-4537
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

s:·n~~!,~-_-4s:.~~-

Hot Fun in the
Summertime!
Summer School at

scsu

•Choose from more than 600 courses
• Work ahead on your major field of study
•Catch up on your course work
•Select from morning, afternoon or evening courses
•Take Fridays off! Most classes meet Mondays through Thursdays.
• Enjoy St. Cloud's summertime:
Art fairs
Outdoor concerts
Wheels, Wings and Water Festival
Nearby camping, fishing and sailing
First Tenn: June 8 to July 10
Second Tenn: July 13 to August 14

ST. CLOUD STATE
U ~N

I

V

E

R

S

I

T

Y

For a class schedule for St. Cloud
State University's Summer
Program contact:
Summer Session Director
Administrative Services Building 121
St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Ave. S.
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301-4498 ·
Phone: (612) 255-2114
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BEQA

fromPage16

seJtism against faculty," said
Andrzejewski. In a memo to
Craig Ayers, associate vice
chancellor for labor/employee
relations, Andrzejewski said,

"We believe the evidence we
have is sufficient as a basis for
another class action discrimination law suit against the State
University System, especially
since SCSU and the MSUS have
previously been found guilty of
sex discrimination."
"During the 1989-1990
academic year before BEOA's
lay off and replacement status,
two female BEOA faculty who
held Ph.D.s were relegated to
orfices in a separate building
(Lawrence Hall) while new hires
(some without Ph.D.s) were
assigned offices in the business
building," stated the April
BEOAmemo.
"I think the dropping of the

program is sexist." said Marjorie
Fish, incoming
Faculty
Association president. "The
whole process was sexist. I
don't think they were really
given the chance to reapply.
You see, women's resumes are
looked at differently than their
malecoWlterparts'."
"Currently, BEOA serves
approximately 850 students per
year in these four classes
(BEOA 167, 208, 216,
419/519). Another 500 seats of
university elective course work
will no longer be available to
students," the January BEOA
memo stated. "Although new
releases indicated that attempts
to 'retrain and/or reassign' these
faculty members, to date no
(BEOA) faculty has been
offered a permanent position at
St. Cloud State University."

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

lfyousmoke
please quit.

Read and Recycle

-·~t--··~··-·

Park·South
Apartments
1311 Sixth Ave. S.

251-1814

Summer Singles
4 Bedroom units
✓ Secure
✓ Clean
✓ Complete
$100 per month
per person
Call for viewing
Tom 253-1898
Kathy 253-9381

The Filthy Rich &
the Little Blue
Dudes
TUE. MAY 12
Johnny Clueless
WED.MAY 13

Slip Twister
THUR. MAY 14
College band
night with Johnny
Clueless

Thirsty Thur.
8 p,m.- 11 p.m,

Global wanning. Destruction of tile rain forests. Toxic waste. These aren't tile legacies we
wanted from the Mcnvironrncntal" President. Urge George Bush to attend the U.N. Earth
Summit in Bra1Jl in June. Rig.h t now, the Uni1ed Stales is tile only major industrial power
refusing to do its pan. Ask the President to stop America's role as leading producer of
greenhouse ga.~es. Tell him to support the global treaty for reducing carbon dioxide
emissions, ban the exportation of toxic waste, and save the world's rain forests. "The:
President is the only person who can effectively lead the struggle for our planet's future.

REGENCYBEAUTYACADEMY
,

Formerly St. Cloud Beauty College

LET OUR REPUTATION WORK FOR YOU!

!REGENCY

◊ Cosmetology ◊ Nail Technology
~ ◊ Esthetics
◊ Electrolysis

~
BLAINE • ST. CLOUD

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL MONICA IN
ADMISSIONS AT:

251-0500

912West St.Germain St.

Diamond Engagement Rings
• Lifetime diamond
loss warranty
• Minnesota's largest
staff of certified
gemologists
• One-hour sizing
and setting
• Exquisite diamonds
at modest prices

Hundreds of styles 10
choose from • or

custom design.

r-----------------,--,I
33% Off

I
:

I

Any Diamond Engagement Ri~g
or Mens Wedding Ring

:

I

:

D.J. Bitzan Jewelers

r

l

Crossroads Center (Next to JCPenney)

I

I

expires May 16, 1992

I

L---------------------~

Certified Gemologists - American Gem Society
Open weekdays
until 9 p.m.
251-4812

D].BlTZAN
cJff!!&M

JCLASsIFmos

(f) Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.

$ Classifieds price: Five words a line, $1
•

a line. Six words constitutes two lines, COsting $2.

Notices are free and run only it space allows.

W Deadlines: Tuesday noon for Friday editions; Friday noon tor Tuesday editions.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
8 AU classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.
'II' Contad Tami Gewecke at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more informat::'ln.

STATESIDE. FolK bedroom apts.,
close to SCS, heat+cable paid.
A/C, dishwasher. Excel Prop. 2516005.

SUMMER roommate needed .
Private room; AC, parking, s9C1,1re.

$65. 654-8525.
UNIVERSITY North, new, two,
three, and four bedroom apts .,
close to campus, private locklng
rooms, dishwasher, decks,
microwaves, cable, air conditioned, heat paid, Riverside
Properties, 251-8284, 251-9418.
HALENBECK Apts.
Private
rooms, 2 baths, best prices on 5th
Ave. 259-0977.
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms renting for
summer and fall. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4051.
UNIVERSrrY West II. Ideal location. Efficiency and 4 bedroom
units close to SCSU. Garages,
parlang, security. Heat and basic
cable paid. Results Property
Mgmt. 253-0910.
METROVIEW, private rooms,
security, one, two, three bedoom
apts., decks, cable, heat paid,
near campus, alrconditioned,
Riverside Properties 251-8284,
251-9418.
SOUTH Side Park apts. $219 fall.
Two full baths, garages $25. 819
13th St So. 259-4841.
TWO bed-oom apartments - summer $260/mo. also houses with
single and double rooms for rent.
Riverside Prop. 251-8284.
BUDGET student housing.
Private rooms for women.
Starting at $135 per month.
Apartment Finders ~59-4051.
EFFICIENCY apts. air-conditioned, utilfties paid, $130 sumrT)8r
$250 fall, 259-4841.
OLYMPIC II: Private

STUDENT Rentals. 1, 2, 3, or 4
bedrooms available. Summer and
fall rental. Call Now! Apartments
Plus 255-9524.
WALNUT Knoll Apts under new
management. Summer $95 Fall
$189-$225, 259-4841.

UNIVERSITY Place four bedroom
apts. Heat-cable paid, dishwasher, microwave, A/C. Close In.
Excel 251-6005.

ONE bedroom apt., heat paid, airconditioned, microwave, security,
near SCSU, downtown, Riverside
Properties, 251-8284, 251-9418.

WINDSOR West: 4 bedroom,
some bl-level units. Heat, water,
basic cable paid. Quiet. Results
Property Mgmt. 253-0910.

BRIDGEPORT: Close to campus.
$Ingle rooms. Clean, quiet,
microwave, laundry, parking. Heat
and basic cable paid. Renting for
summer and fall. Results Property
Management 253-0910.

CAMPUS East: Private rooms.
Two full baths. Storage, dishwashers, basic cable and he.at
paid. Free parking. Garages
avallable. Renting summer and
fall. Results Property 253-091 O.

SUBLEASERS needed for spring
quarter at The Townhomes. $219.
Free parking 252-2633.

CAMPUS Apts. Four bedroom
apts. Heat-cable paid, garages,
A/C, dishwasher. Excel Property
Mgmt. 251-6005.

UNIVERSITY Apts: Two bedroom
units for four, reasonable rates,
cable and heat paid, near campus,
we also rent rooms as singles,
Riverside Properties, 251-9418,
251-8284.

basic cable, heat paid. Garages,
parking, carports.
Renting.
Renting summer and fall. Results
Property 253-0910.
ECLIPSE Industries Inc., $189250, Eff. 1 and 4 bedrooms.
Many locations. 259-4841.
PRIVATE rooms In 4/bdm apartments close to campus for summer & fall. Includes heat, dishwasher, microwave, A/C, miniblinds, laund-y. Yearly rates available. Carr.,us Quarters at 575 •
7th Street South 252-9226.
CLASSY 3 bedroom apts. PikKwlk next to Halenbeck Hall.
Summer Rates. Gall 251-1045.
THREE bed-oom apts. for fall ask
for Allan 251-101 O 253-3488.
FALL 7, 8 & 11 br houses. 1,2,3 &
4 br apt. houses, good locations.
Dan 255-9163

LARGE single room w/ private
bathroom and A/C for the older
student. Utilities includes. 706 •
6th Ave. So. 252-9226.

FEMALE housing: 1311-6th Ave.
S. Park South Apartments. 2
bdrm (double occupancy) for summer and fall quarters. Secure,
clean, complete units cail for viewing.
Tom 253-1898
Kathy
253-9381.

BRIDGEVIEW South· Just a walk
across the street to Halenbeck
Hall. Attractive and well kept
building offering free basic cable,
ample parll.ing, microwaves, OIW,
and plenty morel Call Us!!
Preferred Property Services, Inc.
259-0063.

WOMEN: llred of the noise and
conditions? We have well kept,
private rooms with a high priority
on security right across from HiHCase. Call for details. Bob 251·
8211 days, 253-8027 evenings.

STATEVIEW: One block from
campus. Single rooms. laund-y,
parking, basic cable and heat paid.
Renting summer and next fall.
Results Property Management
253-0910.

TWO bectoom apts. for four people. Summer and Fall. Ask for
Allan 251-101 O or 253-3488.

LARGE 4 bedroom apts. Quiet 4plex. Includes heat, electricity,
garbage,
water,
cable.
Dishwasher, 2 bathrooms. A deal
at $215. Call 253-1439.

FEMALE: Single rooms, summer
and fall. Quiet, utilities paid. 2530451.
SUMMER. Houses and apartment
houses. 15 convenient south-side
locations. Singles $85-$100, eff.
1,2,3 & 4 br apts. You name It ,
we have It • Dan 255-9163.

rooms near

lee arena. Two baths, dshwasher,

block from hockey arena. Double
up and save, Riverside Properties
251-8284, 251-9418.

NORTH Campus: 1,3,4 bedroom
units with decks, dishwashers, 1
1/2 baths, laundry, securtty. Heat
paid. Close to e&ffl)US. Garages,
parking. Results Property Mgmt.
253-0910.
HOUSE available for summer!
Great location- to downntown and
Lake G80fge, Call on the detailsll
Preferred Property Services, lnc.
259-0063.
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION! Private rooms In apartments. Heat and cable paid, dishwasher, microwave, AC, on 5th,
6th, and 7th Avenues. Excel Prop.
251-6005.
WINTER quarter, M/F singles.
$130-$180. 1 BR apt. for male
$265. Convenient locations. Dan
255-9163.
SOUTHVIEW Apts., 2 bedroom
units for four. Reasonable, alrcondltloned, cable, heat paid, one

LOOKING for inexpensive quality
apartments? For $215 we have 4
bedrooms with dishwsher, 2 bathrooms, breakfast bar. Heat, electricity, garbage, water, cable
included. Call 253-1439.
UNIVERSITY West Apts. 7247th. Four bedroom units. AIC,
garages, heat-cable paid. Excel
251-6005.
COLLEGEVIEW Apartments.
Private rooms near ice arena.
Renting summer-discounts, fall
starting $209, dishwashers, cable,
heat paid, Riverside 251-8284
251-9418.
NON-SMOKER to shar'e 2 br apt.
with male. $192.50 mo. 252-

8305.
$100-$115. Summer 1/2 block
from campus, newer apts, A.C.
251-0525.
LARGE 1 bedroom apartment.
Summer only. $250, Includes
electrlclty, AC, microwave.
Nancy 255-9497.
SUMMER + Fall private rooms in
apartments and houses, heat paid,
close to SCSU. 251-6005.

FEMALE, one single, one double
in remodeled, furnished four bedroom home. CorJl)Uter (MAC) sta•
tlon, free parking, two blocks ta
caff1>us. Call Rand after six 2559739.
FEMALE, one single, one double,
in remodeled, fumlshed four bedroom home. Coff1)Uter (MAC) station, free parking, two blocks to
caff1>us. Call Rand after six 255 ,
9739.
ONE and four bedroom apts.
Central air, private rooms, blinds,
micro., large bath, basic cablE-:
parking, garages, convlenient.
253-1320 or 253-1838.
SUMMER. Female. Bedroom in 3
bedroom.
AC, dishwasher,
microwave, parking, clean, quiet,
secure. Call 656-0481.
4 BDRM newer apts, campus
close, early bird discounts 2510525.
EFFICIENCY, 1, 2, & 3 bedroom
apartments In houses 259-9434.
FEMALE share house with others,
$110 , close to SCSU, utllltles
included. After 3:00 p.m. 2518564.
FEMALE 4 single rooms. Fall,
summer, clean, quiet house. 2512116.

THREE of four non-smokers to
share two or three bedroom apart•
ment In house. 253-5340.
4-SINGLE rooms for male students. Utilities paid, 4 blocks to
campus. 9-mo. lease. Sept.
$165 mo. summer rates $85/mo.
Call Dave 251-5246.
YOUR search is over! 4 bedrom
apts. with dishwasher, 2 bath·
rooms, locked rooms. Includes all
utllities, heat, electricity. $215
253-1439.
2 BDRM apartment 3, 9, or 12
month lease. Call 253· 1462 for
corr.,Jete info. Priced to go fast
$179-209 4 bedroom newer sec:urity apts., OW, A/C, 3, 6, 9, 12 mo.
leases, clean, quiet. 251-0525.
SUMMER
housing
$99/person/month. All amenities.
Great locations. Campus Place
Apts. 253-3688.
HOUSE, NC, new furniture, near
campus, ceiling fans, 4 rooms
available for summer $99 each or
doule for $69 255-9739.
CAMPUS Pl ace Apts .:
f all
$209/$225/mo. Private bedroom
In 4 bedroom. AC, dishwasher,
micro, blinds. Several great loca·
lions close to school. 253-3688.

FEMALE subleaser; Townhomes
$150-B.0. 259-4717.

FEMALES to share fun apt. Close
downtown, SCSU. UtiUties paid.
Summer rates. CaU 251-4605.

2 BDRM Apts. 4 persons, large,
clean, quiet, close to campus.
Heat paid. Economical Irving 2531320 or 253-1838.

1 Bedroom apt., heat paid, laundry, micro, locked bldg, parking,
avail. Sept. 1. 251-6005 or 2551001.

SUMMER· Fall Closet Efficiency,
1,2,4 bedroom apts • affordable,
A/C, microwave, dishwasher, tanning. Caff1>US Management 2511814.

2 BDRM apartments block away
from campus. $200 prlmth for two
people, $145 pr/mth for four people. Call 253-8506 for information.

SUMMER rates. 1 br $210 doDars
per month. 2 br at $230/mo. Apt.
Finders 259-4051.

DISCOUNT summer rent. Going
fast! 4 bedroom apartments, 2
bathrooms, dishwasher, cable
included. $110.
Make an
appointment now. 253· 1439.

RIYERRIDGE Apartments for
summer & fall- free lot parking,
with tuckunder available. low
rents include 0/W, microwaves,
A/C, breakfast bar, mini blinds,
laundry facllltles and free basic
cable. Call today! Preferred
Property Services, Inc. 259-0063.

STUDY ANYONE? The LSF
House offers: quiet home like
atmosphere. All utilitles lnr.luded
except telephone. Free ca1lbe IV,
pool table. Summer $100 Fall
$150+ 255-1810.

SUMMER rates starting at $80
dolars per month for private room.
Apt. Finders 259-4051.
SUPER summer housing deals.
Cheap rent, low deposit, whole
apartments or private room, alrconditiooing, free cable IV, excellent locatlon 259-0977.
SUMMER. Female. Bedroom In 3
bedroom.
AC, dishwasher,
microwave, parking, clean, quiet,
secure. Call 656-0481.
HUGE apartments- competitive
rents- unique floor plan- beautiful
buildings- gas grill and free lot
parking- all at Bridgeview Westll
Preferred Property Services, Inc.
259-0063.

COLLEGIATE View, 1330 & 1340
5th Ave. So. Free parking. 2 fourplex buildings. 1 block south of
Ntnl. Hockey Ctr. All 2 bedroom
apts. with double bathroom sink &
2 closets In each bedroom. On
site laundry. 1,000 ft. plus Terrific
Year End Speclalsl Rate options:
Fall: 2 people ooly $225.00 each
3 people only $160.00 each
4 people only $125.00 each
Summer: $235.00 • per unit.
3 people only $78.33 each
4 people only $58.75 each.
Call now to reserve your apartment 252-2000 or 252-9759.
FEMALE: 2 011d 3 bedroom apartments for fall. Private rooms, utilities paid, laundry, parking. 2530451.

foesday, May 12, 1992/Un/,wo/ty
APTS, female, summer/fall 253•

6606.
FOR RENT summer and fall or 12
month lease: house (4-6 tenants),
apts. 1, 2, or 3 bedroom. Call
255-0850 or 259-9096.
CLASSIC on 12th awaits you!
Beautiful large yard avallable for
that perfect tan- gas grill for a11
those get together•• air condl·
tioned apartmetns for those hot•
summer nights! Other amenities
Include free basic cable,
miaowaves, DIN, Mini-blinds and
heat paid.
CaH Us Today!
Preed Property Services, Inc .
259-,0063.

parties, Strip-o-grams oi- for any
occasion. Cal North.-n ExpoSlH
(612) &49-6976.
GRAD wll odt, proofread
and tutOJ any wrttlng assignment.
Call Chrfs 654-1720 flexible rllfN.

SUMMER Daycare. My S. E.
home. One family. Nancy 656·

SUNBURN , MUSCLE ACHES,
CRAMPS??
IBUPROFEN
(Generic to Advil) Is only
$3.991100s at HEALTH SERVICE
PHARMACY.

STUDENT warted. Part•tlme cuatodal. ExceHent holwsl $5.00lhr
to start. Apply at St. Cloud
Rest....-ant Supply.

service, reasonable rates. Term
papers, theses, resumes, cover
letters, &lc. •• catl Alice 259-1040
or 251-7001.
FREE Couches: Call Kelli 259·
9594.

MALE single rooms $120 summer,
$195 tall, utilities paid. 251-6895.
STUDENT housing, heated swimming pool, sand volleyball court,
tree sweatshirts. University
Village Townmhomes, 252-2633.

ATTENTION EntreprenN""S. Ewn
extra Income part-time or full-time
while you help fight violent ain.s
through arming students with the

SONY stereo system. Great
shape. $375. Call Mike 252·
7839.
BLINDS for sale· Call: 259-9594.
1979 Cutlau Supreme. Good
condition . Dependable. $1100
b/o. catl Jon 656-0143.

Employment $
DRIVING Instructors wanted.
Must have good driving record.
Age 21 or older. Call 255-9667.
TRAOEHOME Shoes now hiring
part-time and full-time sales pao-ple. Apply In person or call 252·
4361 . Management opportunities
8'so available.

FALL: male: shared bedroom In
2 bedroom, 2 bath apt for 4 people. $179 each/month. Close to
school. 253-3688.

Currently seeking local lndepen•
dent dstributors. The time I• now,
call today for more Info. Thomas
Ross, 812-333-4774.

PART•TIME warehouse work Mon.
• Fri. approx. 30 hours week,
evenings. Apply In person at Spee
Dee DeltveryServk:e, Inc.

MUST SEEi Spacious 2 bedroom
apt. In quiet 4-plex near SCSU.
Ideal fof 3 or 4 Individuals. Many
Extras. 253•8773 Avall. June

ANANQAL Aid available lnmedatelyl Special grant• program.
Every student eligible. No one
turned down. Sl~a application.
Send name, address and $1 P&H
fee (refundable) to : Student
Services , P.O. Box 22-4026,
Hollywood, FL 33022.

•EXTRA INCOME •92•• Earn
$200·$500 weekly malling travel
brochures. For Information send a
stamped addressed envelope to:
Travel INC., P.O Box 2530, Miami,
Fl 33161 .

NICE, newer apartments with
openings tor summer. Central air,
most utllllies paid. 259·9673
$99/month.
MALE 3 single roome. Fall,
quiet house. 251·2116.

clean,

1 BDRM apartment, summer only,
$150/mo. catl 253·1462 for complete Info.
ELECTRICITY paldl lafge 2 bedroom apts. perfect for 4 people.
$155. Lotsofstoragaspece,h&at,
water, garbage, cable Included.
Reserve for fall! 253-1439.
PRIVATE room In newer apt. 1/2
block SCSU. Looking by yourself?

Call us.•.Wa11 match you up summer or Sept. 1. Best value on 5th
Ave. 259-0977.
ROOM aval. In furnished, rernod-eled house. Fall. NC, MAC computer, free parking, very dose to
calll)US. catl Dan 255-9739.
LOWER level , 3 bedroom apart•
mant houn . Off street parking.
Big back yard. Pets with approval.
Available summer and fall. 253·
0745.
FEMALE summer only, private
bad'oom In 3 bdrm. apt. $1 oo Incl.
util. Quiet. N#le)' 255-9497.

Attention

1 '

'

STORAGE May 15 - Sept . 15
259-,0977.

PREGNANT? ~ree pregnancy
tasting with Immediate results at
the St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. can 612·253-1962 24 tn.
a day. 400 East St. Germain St.,
Suite 205, St. Cloud.
HEADING FOR EUROPE this
summer? Jet there anytime for
$169 from the East Coast, $229
from Iha Midwest (when available).
(Reported in Let'• Gol & NY
Timas.) AIRHITCH r 212·864·
2000.
TYPING: Resumes and papers
dona on latter quality printer. catl
Bridget 259-6356, leave message.
TYPING: $1.00 page. Suzie 255·
1724.
NEED
Female
Christian
Roommate June 1. Non-smoker,
furnished apartment. Rent $
Negotiable. CAl1 Ann 259-7754.

For Sale [DF
MARYKAY closeout. 30% off.
Nancy 656-9482.
1981 Buick Skylark $750/ B.O.
Call K,ys 255-3435.

2400 BPS modem for sale call
Jim at 654-1118.
ENVIRONMENTALLY safe •
Shaklee product, available at
1412 St. Germain 251•9431.

BEST deal on laser produced
resumes/papers. Receive rebate.
253--4573.

CHEAPI
FBI/U.S.
Seized.
89 Mercedes ••.••.....•....... $200.
86VW..................................... $50.
NEED $. We will sell your mer- 87 Mercedes .•...•.....•...•... $100.
chandise. Call 253-5511 Toe Next 'ls Mustang ... •......•..• ..••.• $50.
to New Shoppe.
Choose from thousands starting
$25. FREE 24 hour recording
PARKJNG: 2 blocks from Atwood reveals detalls 801 •379•2929
253-5452, evenings.
Copyright IMN12KJC.
TYPING • Nead fast, last minute
word processing? Call Brenda,
393,.2633.
1..STALL garage for rent for storage, $20/mo. • blks to SCSU.
Call 251 ·5246.
LADIES. Ouallty exotic male
danoers & entertainers for private

19

IM82.

ECHO (Emergency Cal Help Out).

1st

Cmon...

Personals (e)
HEY KAPPA'S - Thank you 10
much tor the honor you have
bestowed upon me. Good luck on
final• and have a great summer.
Love, Rosebud.

TYPING. Word processing, letter

quaity. Draft and final copy. Fast

SECRET LOANS!
We lend
money by mail • $300 to $5000 In
absolute privacy. Borrow for any
good reason. No co-signers. No
mortgages. Write for details and
application - no obllgatlon .
Financial Services, Dept. L, Box
237, Verbena, Alabama 360910237, Enclose envelope!

COOL POOL and a hot tennis
court. 1 bedroom starting at $235,
2 br $290/month. Apt. Finders
259-,4051.

Is orlty $2.81NOO tabt at HEALTH
SERVICE PHARMACY.

SUNSCREEN SPECIAL: Protect
against UVAIUVB rays. PHOTOPLEX (spf 15+) Is fragrance-free,
water resistant, moisturizing .
ONLY $4.99/4'oz at HEALTH SEA·
VICE PHARMACY.

NASAL

CONGESTION??

Genaphed (Generic for Sudaled)

WATERFRONT STAFF. Dur ca"l)
needs lifeguards and a lifeguard

WANTED: Live In hot.rs available
aa wel aa In the
Melrose • Gray Eagle areL VtKY
corf1)8tilfve wages and benefits.. If
Interested contact Catholic
Charities Home Care at : 259·
8757 . or 205 7th Ave. N.
EOE/A.A.
In the SCSU area

SUMMER JOBS. $7.75. No
experience, will train. Flexible
hours. We offer lntemshlpslscholarshlps. Call 253-2151.
ATTENTION Marketing ma/ors.
This summer get valuable 1alae
exp. with growing profitable company. Excellent earning posslblllties. 654·6556 US Siding and
Wl'\dow.
CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED.
Ox horseback ricing ca"l) needs
COll'tselors, and our resident camp
near Buffalo needs Head
Counselof's. Need to have experi•
ence working with children. To
apply, call or write Human
Resources at the Greater
Mlnneapoll• Glrl Scout Council,
5601 Brooklyn Blvd., Minneapolis,
MN 55429. (612) 535•4602 .

AA/EOE

STRESSED OUT? Call 253-7444.
Love Lines, 24 hotn.
TO believe In the tlme•tasted word
of God makes more sense than to
dabble In the foolishness of mock·
ery. What have those who so
strongly condemn the Christ and
HI• Word have to offer us In Its
place? Raad It !or yowself.
CHRISTIANITY is prejudice and
slavery. Atheism Is at least 500
years older than Christianity. To
believe In the time proven and
reuon proven word of atheism
makes more aa1se 1hai to dabble
In the tooll,hness of mockery.
What have those who strongly
condem, atheism have to offer In
Its place? They off• lrra:lionallty,
mental lllnesa, crime, immorality,
Hlf-hate, hatred of other,, Hlf•
punilhrnent, chiklahneas, thought
alavery, groveling superstition, tar•
rorism, fraud, child abun, anti•
wom&Rsm, racism, love of cruelty
and hatred and evil for theft' own
sake, cult vanity, blind prajudce,
Intellectual cowardice, antl-intelec•
tuaHsm, anti-science, fear of sax,
antl•knowledge, antl•honesty.
Skeptically question everything.
WANTED: Male rider to Atlanta
and Chatanooga. Leaving May
23. Call 252-5857 and leave mes•
uge.

=~~:u::!'n~:~O:= ~=================::::;
CPR. Supervisor must be 21
year, old. To apply, call or write
Human Resources at the Greater
Mlnneapolls Girl Scout Council,
5601 Brooklyn Blvd., Minneapolis,

~~429 .

(612) 535·4602.

•EXTRA INCOME •g2•• Earn
$200-$500 weekly malllng travel
brochure,. For Information send a
,tamped addressed envelope to:
Travel INC., P.O. Box 2530, Mian'i,
FL33161.

Recycle University Chronicle
r-;:~=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-::;~

What do these four great leaders
have in common?

DAYCARE wanted for two chklren
ages 4 and 6. FuH-tlme 9-4:1 Spm
M-F. Pay Is negotiable, m.ist have
c.w, be good with children, and be
neat and tldyll If Interested call
Karl 656-7025.
CAMP for boys (June through
July) on Pelican Lake, north of
Brainard. Nead program director,
counselor!',, waterfront, archery,
mu,lc and kitchen help. (612)
731·1166.
SUMMER JOBS!!
Camp
Birchwood, a Minnesota ca"l) for
girts, seeks college students to
work as Instructors In canoeing.
water,kllng, dance, Western riding, and archery. Flve food ser•
vice assistant positions are also
open. Employment June 8 to
August 13. For an applcation and
Interview call 654-0865.
"THINKING of taking some time
off from school? We need MOTHER'S HELPERS/NANNIES. We
have prescreened families to suit
you. Liva In exciting New York
City suburbs. We are established
since 1984 and have a strong support networx. 1.S00-222-XTRA•
CERTIAED nursing assistants full•
time and pa rt-time openings.
Certification
preferred.
Certification dass begins June 15.
Apply at St. Benedict's Center,
1810 MN Blvd. S.E., St. Cloud.

EOE.
ATTENTION Marketing majors.
Thi• summer get valuable phone
saln exp. with growing profltabfe
company. $5.00'hr. + convnissk>n
654-6556 US Sklng and Window.

Us.
YoolQl\~Yelowantto~presidtntrl<.rdtrtoprol"ttfrooiservingrllhe
::=~!~~can~~wrn==~I
life. Pkis. lhe ~ Nati:lNJ Guard offers 50\ tudion reirrb.inement r« college«
VOTECII trming. ln~iol~)'OUcan get up to$170pcr mooth with the Montgomery
G.LBill.
Alllhewhile.you11~contrilutingtoyourconmunitymlcruntry.The
Minrew Army National Gwrd rcquirtsoolyalxlut twodiysa 11P1thm:I twowetba
ywoutolyourlilt. Then!°snomcltowhlt )'OU can do with itooce )'OU've become a
menilfrollheGuard.

lim/~~fran1~~TI=~11u~!mnglrnAlnharn
}ustthinkwhatwecandofor)'OW1.
1-800-652-9032
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fo r those who care ...

Courage
Cards

BURN

VICTIM.

These cards will 1t111ke
someone feel good before
you even send them.

Help someone with
a disability.

Call fora
FREE holiday
card catalog!

~
ONL,l'OUCANPREVENTFORESJFIRES. u

+Private Bedrooms
♦Shared Bedrooms
♦Mini Suites

♦Parking

♦Microwaves

♦Laundry

♦Dishwashers

♦Quiet

~

♦Air

Conditioning
♦Heat/Water Paid
Buildings

♦Mini Blinds
1-800-852-9452
24hours

(612) 520-0201
Twin Cities

$169- $235

CAMPUS PLACE APTS.
253-3688

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 lG•b St. S.E.

252-2633

·-

To all the people who think the press goes
too far sometimes, consider the alternative.

wasi....::,i,,ed • ..t.cn,itwas<ks1inedand
when,itwubound.ltdidconc<:dein1986
lha• lheincidc111wutlassifiedasamongits

If the press
didn't tell us,
who,muld?

Three Affordable Locations
Near Campus
Summer Rent $100

•Heated Swimming Pool
• Volleyball Court
•On-Site Management
•FREE Parking/Outlets
•Microwaves/Dishwashers
•Metro Bus Service

•4 Bedroom Townhome
•FREE Basic Expanded Cable
•Air Conditioning
•Ceiling Fans in every Bedroom
•Heat and Water Paid
•Individual Leases

CALL 252-2633

Large private 4br. & 2
bath
•
Security bldgs.
Laundry facilities
Private parking

Tanning beds
Ceiling fans
Extra closet space &
storag e space
Newer buildings

Cinnamon Ridge 7th Ave. So.
Olympic I Apts. 15 St. So.
M & M Apts. 8th Ave. So.

